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Chapter 1

Preface

With the rapid development of information society, the demand for high-speed
large-capacity optical communication system is further increased. In order to
achieve this objective, the demand for high-performance optical devices has also
been increased. In recent years, several ways to enhance the information propa-
gation velocity and expand the transmission capacity have been investigated, such
as the automatic optimum design of optical devices [1]-[12], the study on mul-
tiplexing communication systems [13]-[14], novel optical devices based on spe-
cial fibers [15]-[47], and so on. Multiplexing is the set of techniques that allows
the simultaneous transmission of multi signals across a single data link. For the
multiplexing communication systems there are some key optical devices, such as
polarization splitter (PS) [48]-[63], polarization converter (PC) [64]-[77], mode
converter/splitter (MCS) [78]-[84], and so on. Recently, novel passive optical de-
vices based on special optical fibers have been attracted much attentions and have
been widely studied.

Among the special optical fibers, novel fibers consisting of a single material
with air holes have made remarkable advances over the past decade and their ideas
were first presented, to our best knowledge, by Kaiser and Astle in 1947. There-
after, in the last two decades, photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) [15]-[18], consisting
of single material with a periodical array of air holes around the fiber core, have
attracted a lot of attention due to their special properties that cannot be obtained by
the conventional fibers, such as large mode area, endless single mode, high nonlin-
earity, and so on [16]. One of these properties is the absolutely single polarization
transmission, and a number of single-polarized PCF structures have been proposed
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2 CHAPTER 1. PREFACE

[25]-[41]. Among these structures, a single-polarized PCF with a core consisting
of elliptical-holes, which called elliptical-hole core circular-hole holey fiber (EC-
CHF), has been proposed recently [35],[36]. These studies show that EC-CHF can
be designed to transmit only x- or y-polarization easily by changing the major axis
direction of the elliptical-holes in core region.

A PS, which can split a light beam into two orthogonal polarization states, is
very important component in coherent optical communication system and optical-
fiber sensing system. For the polarization division multiplexing (PDM) system, the
PS can be used to split and composite the orthogonal polarized light waves. Several
designs of PS based on PCF have been proposed. In 2003, a PS based on dual-core
PCF has been proposed by Zhang and Yang [48], and an extinction ratio (ER) of
-11 dB with a bandwidth of 80 nm can be achieved in the PS which is consisted
of dual-core PCF with three kinds of different core sizes. After that, several kinds
of PSs based on new structure of PCFs were proposed [49]-[63]. In 2004, Saitoh
et al. proposed a PS using three-core PCF, which has an ER better than -20 dB for
the bandwidth of 37 nm with a device length of 1.9 mm [57]. In 2013, Lu et al.

proposed a PS based on three-core PCF which is designed by using the difference
between coupling lengths of x- and y-polarizations, respectively. It has an ER as
low as -20 dB with a ultra-broad bandwidth of 400 nm, while it suffers from a long
splitting length of 72.5 mm [59]. Although many new kinds of PSs based on PCF
have been proposed, none of them can realize the crosstalk-free separation.

In addition, in recent years, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) has been considered as
a promising platform for photonic circuits due to the CMOS-compatible fabrica-
tion technology and the high refractive-index contrast of the waveguide structure
[64],[65]. However, such high refractive indices also lead to a high polarization
dependence of the group index [66]. In order to overcome this problem, a polar-
ization diversity scheme could be employed. In this case, firstly, the orthogonal
polarization components of incident light are split into two different waveguides
by using a PS. Then, the polarization of guided light in one of the waveguide is
rotated 90◦ by using a PC. Therefore, in the rest of the photonic circuit only one
polarization has to be processed. Various polarization splitter/converters (PSCs)
based on SOI waveguides have been proposed so far [67]-[71]. In 2011, L. Liu
et al. proposed a polarization splitting and rotating device built on the SOI plat-
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form with a total length of 36.8 µm [67]. The insertion loss is -0.6 dB and the ER
is 12 dB. Moreover, the PC based on PCF has also been studied [72]-[77]. In 2012,
Hameed et al. proposed a novel design of single and multiple sectioned passive PC
based on rectangular lattice PCF with a L-shaped core region [72]. The single and
multiple sectioned PCF PCs offer nearly 100% polarization conversion ratio with
device lengths of 1743 µm and 1265 µm. In 2013, Hameed et al. proposed a pas-
sive ultra-compact PC based on soft glass equiangular spiral photonic crystal fiber
(ES-PCF) which offers 99% polarization conversion ratio with an ultra-compact
device length of 96 µm [74]. However, the spiral structure complicates the fabrica-
tion process. Until now, the PSC based on PCF has not been widely investigated.

So far, all the proposed optical devices based on PCF have to discuss the ER,
in order to obtain a low ER with a wider bandwidth, devices always suffering
a long device length or a complex structure. Therefore, optical device with the
cross-talk free property is the main objective of our research. Based on the abso-
lutely single-polarized EC-CHF mentioned before, we proposed several cross-talk
free passive optical devices and the propagation property of each device has also
been investigated in detail. In chapter 2, I will give a brief introduction about the
PCF and its applications. Then, in this research, since the full-vectorial finite ele-
ment method (FV-FEM) [85],[86] and full-vector finite element beam propagation
method (FE-BPM) [87] have been employed to simulate the modal effective index
of the waveguide and the propagation behavior of incident light, respectively. I will
explain the vector finite element analysis of PCF in chapter 3. After that, the main
part of this thesis, I will focus on the design of optical devices based on EC-CHF.
In chapter 4, we propose a novel cross-talk free PS based on EC-CHFs which can
split x- and y-polarized waves into two different fibers. Simulation results demon-
strate the PS with large hole EC-CHFs (air filling fraction in core is 36.73%) and
small hole EC-CHFs (air filling fraction in core is 4.08%) can completely split an
arbitrarily polarized light beam into two orthogonal polarization states without any
crosstalk, respectively. In addition, the tolerance and wavelength dependence of
the PS have also been discussed. In chapter 5, a novel single PC element based
on square lattice EC-CHF with 45 degrees oblique elliptical holes in core has been
proposed. Utilizing the symmetry property of the square lattice EC-CHF, an inci-
dent orthogonal polarization can be converted 90 degrees. Moreover, we adopt two
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EC-CHF waveguides at both sides of the PC to achieve the cross-talk free property.
In chapter 6, in order to contribute to the PDM and mode division multiplexing
(MDM) system simultaneously, we consider a MCS based on square lattice EC-
CHFs to achieve the mode splitting and converting. Finally, the conclusions and
future work of this research are given in chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, first, we will give a brief introduction about the PCF and its applica-
tions. Then, we will illustrate the special PCF with elliptical holes in the core, i.e.
EC-CHF which can achieve the absolutely single polarization transmission easily.

2.1 Optical Device Utilizing PCF

2.1.1 Photonic Crystal Fiber

Pioneered by the research group of Philip St. J. Russell in the 1990s, the devel-
opment of PCFs and the exploration of the great variety of possible applications
have attracted huge interest. This is partly because these fibers offer many degrees
of freedom in their design to achieve a variety of peculiar properties, which make
them interesting for a wide range of applications. A photonic crystal fiber (also
called holey fiber, hole-assisted fiber) is an optical fiber which obtains its waveg-
uide properties from an arrangement of very tiny and closely spaced air holes which
go through the whole length of fiber. There is a great variety of hole geometries
and arrangements, which can lead to PCFs with very different properties. All these
PCFs can be considered as specialty fibers. In recent decades, PCFs have been
widely used in the optical devices [42]-[47], such as fiber lasers [42]-[44], optical
switch [45], fiber sensor [46], and so on. This is because PCFs have the unique
light wave guided properties, including the endless single-mode, flexible disper-
sion control, absolutely single polarization, etc.

According to the different light wave guided mechanisms, PCF can be generally
divided into two categories: the holey fiber (HF) that light wave confinement using
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6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

Figure 2.1: Cross sectional view of conventional HF with a triangular pattern of air holes, where
the central hole is missing.

Figure 2.2: Cross sectional view of a PBG fiber with a large air hole in the core.

the total internal reflection at the core-cladding boundary; another kind of PCF is
called photonic band-gap (PBG) fiber that light is confined by the photonic band-
gap which is generated by setting a periodic structure in the cladding region. A
conventional HF, as shown in Fig. 2.1, has a triangular pattern of air holes with
one hole missing, i.e. with a solid core surrounded by an array of air holes. The
region with the missing hole has a higher effective refractive index, similar to the
core in a conventional fiber. Therefore, the total internal reflection at the core-
cladding boundary exists. On the other hand, the PBG fiber, as shown in Fig. 2.2,
which transmits the light through the central hole, has the characteristic of high
intensity and low-loss transmission, and so on.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of PS which has a multi-core structure and achieves the polarization split-
ting by using the coupling length difference between x- and y-polarizations.

2.1.2 Polarization Splitter Based on PCF

In recent decades, most studies on PSs based on PCF have a multi-core distribu-
tion and achieve the polarization splitting by using the coupling length difference
between x- and y-polarizations [64]-[74]. The schematic for this kind of PSs is
shown in Fig. 2.3. With an incident light launched into the left core, utilizing the
birefringence in each core, we note that the x- and y-polarized modes have differ-
ent coupling lengths. When the power of x-polarization reaches a maximum in one
waveguide, while the power of y-polarization also reaches a maximum in another
waveguide, then the polarization splitting is achieved. However, for this kind of
PS, it is difficult to realize cross-talk free with a wide bandwidth, therefore, the ER
should be considered. For the left side waveguide in 2.3, the formula of ER can be
given as,

ER = 10log10
light power of y-polarization
light power of x-polarization

Moreover, for this kind of PS, they generally suffers from a long device length
due to considering the difference between two coupling lengths. PSs based on this
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of PS which achieves the polarization splitting by coupling only one or-
thogonal polarized component.

mechanism are widely proposed [64]-[73], such as in [50], the authors proposed
a polarization-dependent coupler based on twin-core PCF. Large and small holes
are introduced to obtain a high birefringence in each hole. After being launched
into the input core, a 45-degree linearly polarized light with Gaussian distribution
experiences a quick splitting. Simulation results show that at the device length
of 3.28 mm, two polarization modes are separated well. The ERs are 16.436 and
16.749 dB for x- and y-polarizations, respectively.

In addition, in order to obtain a PS with low ER, another kind of PS designed
by coupling out only one orthogonal polarized component has been proposed, the
schematic is shown in Fig. 2.4. Utilizing the birefringence in each core, the ef-
fective index of x-polarization is higher than the y-polarization in the left waveg-
uide, while for the right waveguide, the effective index of y-polarization is higher
than the x-polarization. Therefore, if the two waveguides are designed to satisfy
the phase matching condition only for y-polarization, then with an incident light
launched into the left waveguide, only the y-polarized component couples into the
right waveguide, while the x-polarized component remains in the left waveguide
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of our proposed PS with three single-polarized PCFs in parallel.

since the phase matching condition is not satisfied. We note that this kind of PS
may has a shorter device length than the previous owning to only consider one cou-
pling length. However, it requires a high precision in fabrication process. Slight
variations are possibly cause the ER, such as the variation of the device length or
structure parameters which leads the y-polarized component can not completely
coupled out, especially the ER for left waveguide should be considered. Referring
[57], the authors proposed a PS with a three-core PCF. Owing to the asymmetri-
cal distributions in each core, highly birefringence exists, and the large effective
index difference between x- and y-polarizations can be used for polarization se-
lective devices. In order to achieve a low ER, authors using three core in parallel,
by designing the satisfied structural parameters, only the x-polarized component of
incident light in left waveguide coupled into the right waveguide, while y-polarized
component remained in the left waveguide. Device length of this PS is L = 1.93

mm, and simulation results also illustrate that the ER is better than -20 dB with a
bandwidth of 37 nm.

As expected, these two kinds of PS are difficult to achieve the cross-talk free,
and the ER of each waveguide should be considered. In addition, according to the
above design cases, we note that the design flexibility of PS is low, e.g. large ER
occurs if we slightly change the operation wavelength or vary the device length.
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In summary, the ER is an important issue for an optical device. In order to over-
come this issue, to obtain a cross-talk free device is the main objective for our
research. Here, we proposed a novel PS by using three special single-polarized
PCFs [62], [63]. The schematic of the PS is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. utilizing the
absolutely single-polarization transmission of the special PCFs, when a beam of in-
cident light launched into the input waveguide in the middle, the x- and y-polarized
components will be separated and only coupled into the x- and y-polarized PCFs,
respectively. We use the single polarization PCF as the output waveguide, e.g.
for a y-polarized PCF, only y-polarized component can be transmitted, while x-
polarized component is not exist. According to the formula of ER, the ER of the
y-polarized PCF is infinitely small, and cross-talk free is achieved. Moreover, if
we change the operation wavelength or the device length, for the output waveguide
the power coupling efficiency may not be 100%, but the output component is still
single polarized, and the uncoupled component remains in the input waveguide
which has no effect to the output waveguides. Thus, our proposed PS has a high
design flexibility. We will explain the design of PS in chapter 4 in detail.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of PC element based on LC-PCF (Pink shaded area indicates the liquid
crystal filled hole).

2.1.3 Polarization Converter Based on PCF

After we introduce the design of PS based on PCF, in this subsection, I would
like to focus on the design of PC (also called polarization rotator) based on PCF.
PCs have attracted the interest of many researchers in recent years due to their
use in communication systems. So far, numerous studies on the PC that designed
by using silicon-on-insulator (SOI) have been proposed [67]-[71]. On the other
hand, the fiber type PC elements have also been widely studied, several designs of
PC based on soft glass PCF with liquid crystal filled holes (LC-PCF) have been
reported [72]-[74], the schematic is shown as Fig. 2.6. Utilizing the anisotropic
character of liquid crystal, this kind of PCF PCs can enforce the coupling between
the two fundamental polarization states. In 2010, M. F. O. Hameed et al. proposed
a PC based on nematic LC-PCF, which has no central hole and provides a strong
polarization conversion ratio of 99.81% with a device length of 1072 µm. Since all
the air holes in the cladding are filled with the nematic liquid crystal, the nematic
LC-PCF PC has a complex fabrication process. Moreover, in 2011, the same re-
search team proposed a PC based on LC-PCF which has a central hole infiltrated
with nematic liquid crystal [74]. At a wavelength of 1.55 µm, nearly 100% polar-
ization conversion ratio is obtained, with a device length of 558 µm. However, the
LC-PCF has a strong temperature dependence, and the cross-talk of LC-PCF PCs
increases rapidly with the variation of temperature.
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core
region

Figure 2.7: Schematic of PC element based on PCF with an anisotropic core.

In addition, instead of using LC-PCF, PC elements designed by using air hole
PCF with an anisotropic core have also been investigated in recent years [75]-[77].
The schematic of this kind of PCF PCs is shown in Fig. 2.7, holes in cladding are
arranged periodically that lead an isotropic cladding, while the asymmetric distri-
bution in the core is used to obtain highly hybridness waveguide that can support
the x- and y-polarization with nearly equal amplitude of magnetic field compo-
nents. M. F. O. Hameed et al. have reported a PC based on PCF with a L-shaped
core region in 2012 [75]. All of the air holes arranged in a rectangular pattern and
the asymmetric L-shaped core has a larger region along the vertical direction than
that along the horizontal direction. Nearly 100% polarization conversion ratio with
device length of 1743 µm can be achieve through this PC, and the ER is better than
-20dB for the wavelength varies in the range of 1.55 µm± 0.05 µm. After that, M.
F. O. Hameed et al. have also proposed a novel PC based on equiangular spiral
PCF (ES-PCF). The proposed design relies on using ES-PCF with eight arms and
an elliptical air hole in the core to obtain highly hybridness. The major axis of
the elliptical hole is rotated by 45◦, which offers 99% conversion ratio with device
length of 96 µm. The cross-talk is better than -18dB for the wavelength varies in
the range of 1.55 µm ± 0.05 µm. However, the equiangular spiral PCF requires a
extremely precise manufacturing process.

According to the presentation above, it can be observed that the PCs based on
PCF has a complex manufacturing process for the LC-PCF or the special PCF
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Figure 2.8: Our proposed PC element based on square lattice single-polarized PCF. Cross-
sectional view of (a) single PC element and (b) cross-talk free three-core PC element.

distribution. Moreover the cross-talk of the PC element should also be considered.
In this thesis, we proposed a novel single PC element based on single-polarized
PCF which consists of square lattice air holes with a symmetrical distribution. Fig.
2.8(a) shows our proposed single PC element, since the structure has symmetry
with respect to y = x, incident x- or y-polarized waves can be completely rotated
90◦. The single PC element can achieve polarization conversion with a compact
conversion length of 31.7 µm and the ER is better than -23dB. In order to realize
the cross-talk free device, two single-polarized PCFs are added at both sides of
the PC waveguide to ensure that the input and output waves are absolutely single-
polarized, as shown in Fig. 2.8(b). The three-core PC element provides a 99.1%
conversion ratio with device length of 1550 µm. We will explain the design of PC
in chapter 5 in detail.
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Figure 2.9: SPSM optical fibers based on conventional fibers. Schematic of (a) SPSM fiber using
elliptical cladding and (b) PANDA fiber.

2.2 Absolutely Single-Polarization Single-Mode PCF

In this section, we will illustrate the single-polarization single-mode (SPSM) holey
fibers. After that, among these SPSM HFs, we will focus on an special HF which
has elliptical holes in the core, as known as EC-CHF. Finally, two kinds of EC-
CHFs that we used in this research with different arrangement are illustrated.

2.2.1 SPSM Optical Fibers

So far, the basic method of designing an absolutely single-polarization optical fiber
is introducing anisotropy into the core or the cladding region, then utilizing the cut-
offwavelength difference between x- and y-polarization to ensure that only one po-
larization exist. Several different designs of single-polarization optical fibers using
a conventional fiber have been proposed [23], [24]. The fiber may be geomet-
rically asymmetric or have a refractive index profile which is asymmetric such as
the design using an elliptical cladding, as shown in Fig. 2.9(a). Alternatively, stress
birefringence can be produced by inducing the stress permanently in the fiber, such
as PANDA Fiber, as shown in Fig. 2.9(b).

After the PCF has been proposed, numbers of single-polarization PCFs have
been studied and proposed [26]-[41]. Fig. 2.10 illustrates four types of typical
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SPSM PCFs. Fig. 2.10(a) shows the structure of first proposed SPSM PCF which
has large circular air holes at the top and bottom of the core to obtain an asym-
metrical arrangement. Utilizing the cut-off wavelength difference between x- and
y-polarization to achieve the absolutely single-polarization. Fig. 2.10(b) shows a
stress-imparting SPSM PCF [29] based on different thermal expansion coefficients
of different materials. Like PANDA fiber, in this kind of SPSM PCF, birefrin-
gence can be obtained by appropriately designing the stress-applying part around
the core. Fig. 2.10(c) and (d) give the SPSM PCFs with elliptical holes in the
core or the cladding region. Large birefringence can be obtained by introducing
elliptical holes in the core region, and this kind of PCF is known as elliptical-
hole core circular-hole holey fiber [35]. Since the effective index of fundamental
space-filling mode (FSM) of the core is anisotropic, large effective index differ-
ence between the slow wave and the fast wave is occurred. If the effective index
of isotropic cladding region is set between that of the slow wave and fast wave, the
EC-CHF for only propagating slow wave can be easily designed. On the contrary,
SPSM PCF with elliptical holes in the cladding region [38] has also been proposed
in 2009 with almost the same design principle.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.10: SPSM optical fibers based on PCFs. Schematic of (a) SPSM PCF with asymmetrical
core, (b) stress-imparting SPSM PCF, (c) EC-CHF, (d) SPSM PCF with elliptical holes in the
cladding.
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2.2.2 Triangular Lattice EC-CHF

As we mentioned in the previous subsection, PCF with elliptical holes in the
core region leads a large birefringence, with appropriate designed circular holes
in the cladding, single-polarization transmission can be easily obtained. A three-
dimensional structure of EC-CHF is shown in Fig. 2.11. In our research, we pro-
pose and design a novel PS element based on triangular lattice EC-CHFs. Utilizing
the absolutely single-polarization property of EC-CHFs, cross-talk free PS can be
designed.

Figure 2.11: 3-dimensional structure of an EC-CHF.
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As we know, a conventional HF has a sixfold symmetry and has an isotropic
in the core region, as shown in Fig. 2.12(a). From the effective refractive index
distribution of the HF shown in Fig. 2.12(b), we can observe that the FSM of core
region (both x- and y-polarizations) is higher than that of the cladding region, i.e.
both x- and y-polarized components can be transmitted through this HF. Birefrin-
gence can be obtained by introducing elliptical air holes in the core region and the
cross section of an EC-CHF with one ring core is shown in Fig. 2.12(c). The effec-
tive refractive index distribution of the EC-CHF is shown in Fig. 2.12(d). For the
y-polarized wave, compared with the cladding region, the core region has a higher
effective refractive index of FSM. On the other hand, for the x-polarized wave, the
core region has the lower effective refractive index of FSM. Therefore, the single-
polarization transmission can be achieved. This kind of EC-CHF is referred to as
a yEC-CHF due to the major axis of elliptical hole is aligned along the y direction.
A yEC-CHF can only transmit the y-polarized wave, and in the same way, an xEC-
CHF, whose major axis of elliptical holes is aligned along the x direction, can only
transmit the x-polarized wave, as shown in Fig. 2.12(e). In addition, if the core
region of an EC-CHF is formed by circular hole, whose diameter is smaller than
the circular hole in the cladding, has no polarization dependence and both of the
x- and y-polarized waves can be transmitted. Here, we refer to it as a circular-hole
core circular-hole holey fiber (CC-CHF), as shown in Fig. 2.12(g).

2.2.3 Square Lattice EC-CHF

In this thesis, we will design the cross-talk free PS by using triangular lattice EC-
CHFs in chapter 4. In addition, in chapter 5 and 6, we will focus on the design of
PC and MCS based on square lattice EC-CHFs, respectively. Since our proposed
PC element requires a symmetrical arrangement, PC with triangular lattice EC-
CHF is difficult to achieve the symmetrical structure, therefore, square lattice EC-
CHFs are used to design the cross-talk free PC element. The cross sectional views
of three kinds of EC-CHFs (yEC-CHF, xEC-CHF and CC-CHF) with square lattice
arrangement are illustrated in Fig. 2.13. Owing to the symmetry property of the
square lattice, a yEC-CHF can easily convert into an xEC-CHF by rotating it 90
degree. The effective refractive index distribution of each EC-CHF is the same as
triangular lattice EC-CHFs.
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Figure 2.12: (a) Conventional HF, (c) yEC-CHF, (e) xEC-CHF and (g) CC-CHF and their corre-
sponding effective refractive index distributions.
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(a) yEC-CHF

(b) xEC-CHF

(c) CC-CHF

Figure 2.13: Cross sectional view of square lattice (a) yEC-CHF, (b) xEC-CHF and (c) CC-CHF.



Chapter 3

Vectorial Finite Element Method for
PCF

In this chapter, we will focus on the analysis method for PCF in our research. In
order to design a single-polarized PCF, the equivalent refractive indices of the core
and cladding regions should be investigated. Since PCFs have a more complex
structure than conventional optical fibers, the FEM, which has an excellent adapt-
ability to any structure, is adopted to analyze the guided modes of our proposed
optical devices. Here, in order to obtain the waveguide mode analysis and beam
propagation analysis with a high accuracy, the FV-FEM using curvilinear hybrid
edge/nodal element is used to analyze the cross section of the PCF. In this chapter,
firstly, we will show the formulation of guided mode analysis for the PCF. Then,
the formulation of BPM will be shown for analyzing the light propagation behav-
iors in our proposed optical devices. Finally, in order to obtained the equivalent
waveguide of an EC-CHF, we will introduce the FSM of core and cladding region
of an EC-CHF.

21
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x

z

y

Figure 3.1: Three-dimensional optical waveguide.

3.1 Guided Mode Analysis

We consider a three-dimensional optical waveguide with a uniform structure along
the z-direction. Light is confined in the xy plane and propagated along the z-
direction, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Utilizing the electric field E and the magnetic field
H , Maxwell equations of the waveguide with isotropic materials can be expressed
as follows:

∇×E = −jωµ0µrH (3.1)

∇×H = jωε0εrE (3.2)

where ω is the angular frequency of the light wave, ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity
and permeability in vacuum, respectively, εr and µr are the relative permittivity
and relative permeability of the material, respectively. By multiplying both sides
of (3.1) by µ−1

r , then applying the curl to both sides of (3.1), we obtain

∇× (µ−1
r ∇×E) = −jωµ0∇×H . (3.3)

By substituting this result into (3.2), we obtain a wave equation with only electric
field E, as follows:

∇× (µ−1
r ∇×E)− ω2ε0εrµ0E = 0. (3.4)
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Figure 3.2: Triangular edge/nodal hybrid curved element.

Similarly, wave equation with only magnetic field H can also be obtained from
(3.1) and (3.2), as follows:

∇× (ε−1
r ∇×H)− ω2ε0µ0µrH = 0. (3.5)

By considering (3.4) and (3.5), the vector wave equation from Maxwell’s equations
for describing the propagation light can be expressed in a unified form as follows:

∇× ([p]∇×Φ)− k20[q]Φ = 0. (3.6)

where k0 = ω
√
ε0µ0 is the wavenumber in vacuum, [p] and [q] are determined by

whether the function Φ is regarded as electric field E or magnetic field H , and the
conditions are shown as follows:

[p] = [µ]−1, [q] = [ε] for Φ = E

[p] = [ε]−1, [q] = [µ] for Φ = H .

The functional for this wave equation is

F =

∫∫
[(∇×Φ∗) · ([p]∇×Φ)− k20Φ

∗ · ([q])Φ]dxdy. (3.7)

Considering the optical waveguide shown in Fig. 3.1, which has no structural
variation along the z axis, the eigenmode of light propagates has the same propa-
gation constant β along the z direction. In this case, dividing the xy cross-section
by using the triangular edge/nodal hybrid curved element [85], as shown in Fig.
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3.2, the field vector Φ in each element can be expressed as follows:

Φ =


{U}T {ϕt}
{V }T {ϕt}

jβ {N}T {ϕz}

 exp(−jβz) =


{U}T {0}T

{V }T {0}T

{0}T jβ {N}T


[
{ϕt}
{ϕz}

]
exp(−jβz), (3.8)

where {U} and {V } are the shape functions corresponding to the x and y com-
ponents of each edge element, respectively. The corresponding shape function of
nodal element is represented by {N}. Substituting (3.8) into (3.7), the second term
of the integrand in (3.7) can be represented as,

−k20Φ∗ · ([q]Φ) = −k20
[
{ϕt}T {ϕz}T

] [{U} {V } {0}
{0} {0} −jβ {N}

]

×


qxx qxy qxz

qyx qyy qyz

qzx qzy qzz



{U}T {0}T

{V }T {0}T

{0}T jβ {N}T


[
{ϕt}
{ϕz}

]
. (3.9)

In our research, we consider isotropic materials in all the proposed devices. There-
fore, [q] in the equation above can be written as

qxx qxy qxz

qyx qyy qyz

qzx qzy qzz

 = q


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

 .
Integrating the both sides of the equation (3.9) for each element, and superimposing
on all the elements, we can obtain the following relation:∫∫

− k20Φ
∗ · ([q]Φ)dxdy =

[
{ϕt}T {ϕz}T

]
×

[Q(0)
tt

]
[0]

[0] [0]

− β2

[0] [0]

[0]
[
Q

(2)
zz

][
{ϕt}
{ϕz}

]
. (3.10)

For the first term of the integrand in (3.7), ∇×Φ is expressed as follows:

∇×Φ =


0 jβ ∂

∂y

−jβ 0 − ∂
∂x

− ∂
∂y

∂
∂x 0



{U}T {0}T

{V }T {0}T

{0}T jβ {N}T


[
{ϕt}
{ϕz}

]

=


jβ {V }T jβ {Ny}T

−jβ {U}T −jβ {Nx}T

−{Uy}T + {Vx}T {0}T


[
{ϕt}
{ϕz}

]
. (3.11)
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Based on the representation in (3.11), the first term of the integrand is given as
follows:

(∇×Φ∗)·([p]∇×Φ) =
[
{ϕt}T {ϕz}T

] [−jβ{V } jβ{U} −{Uy}+ {Vx}
−jβ{Ny} jβ{Nx} {0}

]

×


pxx pxy pxz

pyx pyy pyz

pzx pzy pzz




jβ{V }T jβ{Ny}T

−jβ{U}T −jβ{Nx}T

−{Uy}T + {Vx}T {0}


[
{ϕt}
{ϕz}

]
, (3.12)

where {Vx} and {Uy} represent the partial differential of {V } and {U}, as follows:

{Vx} = ∂{V }
∂x , {Ux} = ∂{U}

∂y .

Similarly, {Nx} and {Ny} represent the partial differential of {N} with respect to
x and y, respectively. Here, considering isotropic materials, the matrix [p] can be
rewritten as


pxx pxy pxz

pyx pyy pyz

pzx pzy pzz

 = p


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

 .

Integrating both sides of the equation (3.12) for each element, and superimposing
on all the elements, we can obtain the following relation:

∫∫
(∇×Φ∗) · ([p]∇×Φ)dxdy =

[
{ϕt}T {ϕz}T

]
×

[R(0)
tt

]
[0]

[0] [0]

− β2

[R(2)
tt

] [
R

(2)
tz

][
R

(2)
zt

] [
R

(2)
zz

][
{ϕt}
{ϕz}

]
. (3.13)

In our research, since we employ the isotropic material to consist all the optical
devices, the matrices [Q

(k)
ij ] and [R

(k)
ij ] (i, j = t, z, k = 0, 1, 2) in (3.10) and (3.13)
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are represented as follows:

[Q
(0)
tt ] =

∑
e

∫∫
e
−k20q({U}{U}T + {V }{V }T )dΩ (3.14)

[Q
(2)
zz ] =

∑
e

∫∫
e
k20q{N}{N}TdΩ (3.15)

[R
(0)
tt ] =

∑
e

∫∫
e
p({Vx} − {Uy})

(
{Vx}T − {Uy}T

)
dxdy (3.16)

[R
(2)
tt ] =

∑
e

∫∫
e
−p({V }{V }T + {U}{U}T )dxdy (3.17)

[R
(2)
tz ] = [R

(2)
zt ]

T =
∑
e

∫∫
e
−p({V }{Ny}T + {U}{Nx}T )dxdy (3.18)

[R
(2)
zz ] =

∑
e

∫∫
e
−p({Ny}{Ny}T + {Nx}{Nx}T )dxdy (3.19)

Therefore, taking the variation of (3.7) under the condition of the eigenmode
propagation, the final equation can be expressed as follows:

([K]− β2[M ]){ϕ} = 0, (3.20)

where [K] and [M ] are generally referred to as the stiffness matrix and mass matrix,
respectively. They are expressed as:

[K] =

[
[Ktt] [0]

[0] [0]

]
(3.21)

[M ] =

[
[Mtt] [Mtz]

[Mzt] [Mzz]

]
(3.22)

{ϕ} =

[
{ϕt}
{ϕz}

]
(3.23)
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The [Kij ] and [Mij ] (i, j = t, z) are given as follows:

[Ktt] = −[Q
(0)
tt ]− [R

(0)
tt ]

=
∑
e

∫∫
e
[k20q({U}{U}T + {V }{V }T )

− p({Vx} − {Uy})({Vx}T − {Uy}T )]dxdy (3.24)

[Mtt] = −[R
(2)
tt ] =

∑
e

∫∫
e
p({V }{V }T + {U}{U}T )dxdy (3.25)

[Mtz] = −[R
(2)
tz ] =

∑
e

∫∫
e
p({V }{Ny}T + {U}{Nx}T )dxdy (3.26)

[Mzt] = [Mtz]
T (3.27)

[Mzz] = −[Q
(2)
zz ]− [R

(2)
zz ]

=
∑
e

∫∫
e
[−k20q({N}{N}T + p({Ny}{Ny}T + {Nx}{Nx}T )]dxdy. (3.28)

By solving the generalized eigenvalue equation (3.20), the propagation constant
β and the electromagnetic field distribution {ϕ} with a given wavelength can be
obtained.
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3.2 Formulation of Beam Propagation Method

In this section, based on the generalized eigenvalue equation obtained previously,
we will give the formulation of the BPM. Firstly, we give the BPM formulation
based on the paraxial equation. However, this formulation can be used only when
the inclination angle is relatively small with respect to the z-axis. Then the BPM
formulation based on the Helmholtz equation is given for analyzing the beam prop-
agation with a wide angle. Moreover, we also show the BPM formulation based on
the Padé expression.

3.2.1 BPM Formulation with Paraxial Equation

According to the generalized eigenvalue equation (3.20), the basic equation of
beam propagation analysis can be fixed as the following equation by using β →
j ddz + k0n0.

([K]− β2[M ]){ϕ} = 0 →
[
[K]−

(
k20n

2
0 + 2jk0n0

d

dz
− d2

dz2

)
[M ]

]
{ϕ} = {0}.

(3.29)
It can be also written as,

[M ]
d2{ϕ}
dz2

− 2jk0n0[M ]
d{ϕ}
dz

+ ([K]− k20n
2
0[M ]){ϕ} = {0}. (3.30)

When the amplitude of a waveguide varies slowly along z direction, i.e.,

∂

∂z
<< −j2k0n0 (3.31)

the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA) of the waveguide is concluded,
and the paraxial equation can be obtained, as shown as follows:

−2jk0n0 [M ]
d{ϕ}
dz

+
(
[K]− k20n

2
0 [M ]

)
{ϕ} = {0} (3.32)

where d{ϕ}/dz and {ϕ} can be represented as follows using the differential along
z direction with θ scheme.

d{ϕ}
dz

=
{ϕ}i+1 − {ϕ}i

∆z
, (3.33)

{ϕ} = θ{ϕ}i+1 + (1− θ){ϕ}i. (3.34)
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Here, ∆z is the step size along propagation direction, the subscripts i and i+1 rep-
resent the i-th and (i+1)-th quantities related to the propagation step, respectively.
Therefore, the (3.32) can be rewritten as

−2jk0n0 [M ]i+ 1
2

{ϕ}i+1 − {ϕ}i
∆z

+
(
[K]i+ 1

2
− k20n

2
0 [M ]i+ 1

2

)
{θ{ϕ}i+1 + (1− θ){ϕ}i} = {0}. (3.35)

Finally, the sequential updating equation along z direction can be obtained as fol-
lows:

[A]i+ 1
2
{ϕ}i+1 = [B]i+ 1

2
{ϕ}i, (3.36)

where [A]i and [B]i are

[A]i = −2jk0n0 [M ]i + θ∆z
(
[K]i − k20n

2
0 [M ]i

)
, (3.37)

[B]i = −2jk0n0 [M ]i + (θ − 1)∆z
(
[K]i − k20n

2
0 [M ]i

)
. (3.38)

For an incident light launched into initial waveguide is determined as {ϕ}0, the
propagation of the light wave can be calculated by computing (3.36) sequentially.

3.2.2 BPM Formulation with Helmholtz Equation

For the formulation based on the paraxial equation in the previous subsection, it
is not satisfied to the situations such as the waveguide is greatly inclined from
the propagation direction, or in the case of the radiation wave increase. There-
fore, in this subsection, we formulate the second-order difference in (3.30) by us-
ing the Newmark-β method to analyze the wide-angle beam propagation. Here,
d2{ϕ}/dz2, d{ϕ}/dz and {ϕ} are represented by

d{ϕ}
dz

=
{ϕ}i+1 − {ϕ}i

∆z
, (3.39)

d2{ϕ}
dz2

=
{ϕ}i+1 − 2{ϕ}i + {ϕ}i−1

∆z2
, (3.40)

{ϕ} = β{ϕ}i+1 + (1− 2β){ϕ}i + β{ϕ}i−1. (3.41)

Finally, the sequential computing formula along z direction can be obtained as
follows:

[A]i {ϕ}i+1 = 2 [C]i {ϕ}i + [B]i {ϕ}i−1, (3.42)
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where [A]i, [B]i and [C]i are

[A]i = (1− 2jk0n0∆z) [M ]i + β∆z2
(
[K]i − k20n

2
0 [M ]i

)
, (3.43)

[B]i = (−1− 2jk0n0) [M ]i − β∆z2
(
[K]i − k20n

2
0 [M ]i

)
, (3.44)

[C]i = [M ]i + (1− 2β)∆z2
(
[K]i − k20n

2
0 [M ]i

)
. (3.45)

Usually, β is used as 1/6.

3.2.3 BPM Formulation with Padé Expression

The BPM formula with the Helmholtz equation mentioned above can be used to
analyze the wide-angle beam propagation due to considering the second-order dif-
ference along the z direction. However, in order to determine the field of the next
propagation step, the field of current and previous steps are required. This leads
to a complicated calculation procedure. Moreover, when we update the finite ele-
ment mesh along the z direction, since the number of interpolation for the field is
increased, the analysis accuracy is degraded. In this subsection, we use the Padé
expression along the z direction to obtain the BPM formula.

The equation (3.30) can be formally represented as

−2jk0n0 [M ]
d{ϕ}
dz

= −
(
[K]− k20n

2
0[M ]

)
{ϕ}

1− 1
2jk0n0

d
dz

. (3.46)

We can get the following recurrence formula with respect to the z direction.

d

dz

∣∣∣∣
k

=
[M ]−1

(
[K]− k20n

2
0[M ]

)
2jk0n0 − d

dz

∣∣
k−1

. (3.47)

Here, we approximate d/dz to Padé (1,1), as follows:

d

dz
≃ 1

2jk0n0
[M ]−1

(
[K]− k20n

2
0[M ]

)
. (3.48)

Equation (3.30) can be written as

−2jk0n0 ˜[M ]
d{ϕ}
dz

+
(
[K]− k20n

2
0 [M ]

)
{ϕ} = {0}, (3.49)

˜[M ] = [M ] +
1

4k20n
2
0

(
[K]− k20n

2
0[M ]

)
. (3.50)
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Equation (3.49) is obtained by replacing [M ] with ˜[M ] from (3.32). The sequential
updating equation based on Padé approximation is

[A]i+ 1
2
{ϕ}i+1 = [B]i+ 1

2
{ϕ}i, (3.51)

where [A]i and [B]i are

[A]i = −2jk0n0 ˜[M ]i + θ∆z
(
[K]i − k20n

2
0 [M ]i

)
, (3.52)

[B]i = −2jk0n0 [M ]i + (θ − 1)∆z
(
[K]i − k20n

2
0 [M ]i

)
. (3.53)
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3.3 FSM of an EC-CHF

As we know, PCFs have attracted a lot of attentions in the last two decades due to
their flexible structures and unique features. In index-guiding PCFs with a higher-
index defect acting as the fiber core, such properties as endlessly single-mode op-
eration and very large birefringence can be achieved [17], [18]. Many of these
properties can be understood by a simple analogy with conventional optical fibers
by the effective index model, where a PCF assumes an effective cladding index
defined as the FSM [88]-[90] of the periodic cladding structure. Utilizing the FSM
of cladding for a PCF and its effective index, it is possible to calculate confinement
loss [91], bending loss [92], and to determine the single-mode region [19].

In our research, since the EC-CHF has two kinds of air holes, i. e. elliptical
holes in the core region and circular holes in the cladding, we design the single-
polarized EC-CHF by using the effective indices of the FSM for the core and
cladding region. Moreover, in order to design a cross-talk free PS element as men-
tioned in chapter 2, we design each waveguide by satisfying the phase matching
condition. Instead of analyzing the complicated whole EC-CHF structure, we de-
sign the PS by using effective indices of the FSM in each waveguide, which is
discussed in detail in chapter 4. For a triangular lattice EC-CHF, schematic of
the infinitely periodic core lattice and the reduced cell which is used for numer-
ical solution of FSM are shown in Fig. 3.3. Utilizing the structural symmetry,
we can analyze the x-polarized FSM by setting the top and bottom boundaries of
the reduced cell as the perfect magnetic conductor (PMC), and the left and right
boundaries as the perfect electric conductor (PEC). On the contrary, when we an-
alyze the y-polarized FSM, top and bottom boundaries are set to the PEC, and the
left and right boundaries are set to the PMC. Moreover, if we replace the elliptical
holes by circular holes in the cladding, then the FSM of cladding region can also
been analyzed with the same boundary conditions.

In chapter 5 and 6, we design a PC element and a mode splitter based on square
lattice EC-CHFs, respectively. In order to ensure the absolutely single-polarization
propagation of a square lattice EC-CHF, the FSM of the core and cladding region
should be considered. Schematic of the infinitely periodic core region for a square
lattice EC-CHF and the reduced cell used for numerical solution are shown in Fig.
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3.4. It can be observed that the reduced cell used for numerical solution is 1/4
of the unit cell due to the EC-CHF with square arrangement has a symmetrical
property with respect to the horizontal and vertical directions. The reduced cell
has the same boundary conditions as the triangular lattice EC-CHF.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of (a) the infinitely periodic core lattice for a EC-CHF, and the reduced
cell with different boundaries for analyzing (b) the x-polarization and (c) the y-polarization. Λ is
the hole pitch, the red wire frame area is the reduced cell which is used for numerical solution of
FSM.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of (a) the infinitely periodic core region for a square lattice EC-CHF,
and the reduced cell with different boundaries for analyzing (b) the x-polarization and (c) the
y-polarization. Λ is the hole pitch, the red wire frame area is the reduced cell which is used for
numerical solution of FSM.





Chapter 4

Cross-Talk Free Polarization Splitter

In this chapter, we design a novel cross-talk free PS based on triangular lattice EC-
CHF. The 3 dimensional structure and cross sectional view are shown in Fig. 4.1
and Fig. 4.2, respectively. The device is consisted by three EC-CHFs in parallel,
from left to right in order, a yEC-CHF, a CC-CHF, and an xEC-CHF. Using the FE-
BPM, we demonstrated that an 45-degree polarized light can be completely divided
into two orthogonally polarized waves. The x- and y-polarized components couple
only to xEC-CHF and yEC-CHF, respectively. This phenomenon can be explained
by the coupled mode theory.

As shown in Fig. 4.2, we design the cross-talk free PS by using three separated
EC-CHFs. Here, we set the yEC-CHF as a reference waveguide, based on the
coupled mode theory, we determine the other two EC-CHFs (xEC-CHF and CC-
CHF) by satisfying the phase matching condition with the yEC-CHF. After that,
the coupling lengths of the x- and y-polarization can be respectively estimated by
setting an appropriate core interval between two adjacent cores. Finally, the device
length is determined as the average of the two coupling lengths.

In this thesis, we present the design examples of our proposed PS with the
large hole EC-CHFs (air filling fraction in core is 36.73%) and small hole EC-
CHFs (air filling fraction in core is 4.08%). Moreover, in order to satisfy the phase
matching condition between the yEC-CHF and the other two EC-CHFs (xEC-CHF
and CC-CHF), we employ not only the effective index of each waveguide but also
the FSM of the core region to design the PS efficiently, and the design accuracy of
the FSM method has also been discussed in detail. Finally, the structure tolerance
and wavelength dependence of our proposed PS have also been discussed.

37
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Figure 4.1: 3 dimensional structure of proposed PS based on triangular lattice EC-CHFs.
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Figure 4.2: Structure of proposed PS based on triangular lattice EC-CHFs.
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Figure 4.3: Cross sectional view of a triangular lattice yEC-CHF.
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Figure 4.4: Cross sectional view of our proposed PS.

4.1 Design of PS with Large Hole EC-CHFs

EC-CHF with large air holes has a large effective index difference between the
core and cladding region, and the waveguide has a strong light confinement. In
this section, we design the PS based on large hole EC-CHF (air filling fraction in
core is 36.73%). Fig. 4.3 shows the cross sectional view of the triangular lattice
yEC-CHF. Here, the parameters of the yEC-CHF refer to Ref. [35], the lattice pitch
is Λ = 1.24 µm, the circular hole diameter in the cladding region is dc = 0.65Λ, the
major axis of elliptical hole size in the core region is dy1 = 0.9Λ, and the ellipticity
is dy1/dx1 = 2. The refractive index of silica and air are n1 = 1.45 and n2 = 1,
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Figure 4.5: Effective refractive indices neff of the CC-CHF and xEC-CHF as a function of the air
filling fraction.

respectively. The operating wavelength is set to λ = 1.55 µm. The cross sectional
view of the proposed PS is shown in Fig. 4.4. In practical design, in order to reduce
the insertion loss, it is necessary to satisfy the phase matching condition between
the adjacent cores according to the coupled mode theory. In this study, we employ
the FV-FEM to estimate the modal effective index. Moreover, we satisfy the phase
matching condition by using the effective index of waveguide in isolated system
and the FSM of the elliptical air holes in core region for each EC-CHF.

4.1.1 Design of PS using Effective Index of Waveguide

With the determined parameters above, we design the phase matching air holes in
the core region of the CC-CHF and xEC-CHF by meeting the same effective index
with the reference waveguide yEC-CHF. Figure 4.5 shows the effective refractive
indices neff of the CC-CHF and xEC-CHF as a function of air filling fraction.
Here, the ellipticity of the xEC-CHF is considered as dx3/dy3 = 2. The dashed
line represents the effective refractive index of the yEC-CHF. The air hole size
that meets the phase matching condition corresponds to dx2 = 0.6125Λ for the
CC-CHF, and corresponds to dx3 = 0.9175Λ for the xEC-CHF. The magnetic field
distributions in each EC-CHF are shown in Fig. 4.6. The mode field diameters in
all structures are almost the same.
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(a) yEC-CHF

(b) CC-CHF

(c) xEC-CHF

Figure 4.6: Magnetic field distribution in each EC-CHF.
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(a) Even mode for y-polarization (b) Odd mode for y-polarization

(c) Even mode for x-polarization (d) Odd mode for x-polarization

Figure 4.7: Even and odd modes field distribution of y- and x-polarization in coupled system,
respectively.

So far, three EC-CHFs which satisfy the phase matching condition have been
designed, then we will determine the device length of the PS. In this PS, the device
length is determined by the coupling lengths of the EC-CHF directional couplers,
so we first calculate the coupling length of them. Fig. 4.4 shows the cross-sectional
structure of the PS, we note that each core is separated from the adjacent cores by
two column of air holes. Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b) show the modal field distributions
of the even- and odd-symmetric modes of y-polarization, respectively. We can ob-
serve that there is no light coupling to the xEC-CHF. The modal field distributions
of the x-polarized modes are shown in Fig. 4.7 (c) and (d), on the contrary, there is
no light coupling to the yEC-CHF. The effective refractive indices of the even and
odd modes are obtained, then the coupling length Lc can be calculated by

Lc =
0.5λ

neff,1 − neff,2
(4.1)

where neff,1 and neff,2 are the effective refractive indices of even- and odd-modes,
respectively.

Table 4.1 shows the effective refractive indices of even and odd modes in the
coupled system and the estimated coupling lengths for the x- and y-polarization
have also be given. The coupling lengths of the x- and y-polarized waves are
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Table 4.1: Even and odd mode effective refractive index and the estimated coupling length

Effective refractive index
Even mode Odd mode Lc [µm]

x-pol. 1.311040 1.309825 638
y-pol. 1.310982 1.309736 622

slightly different. Consequently, in this thesis the average length has been adopted
and the device length is set to L = 630 µm. If the coupling length difference
between the x- and y-polarized waves is not negligible, the coupling lengths can be
independently designed for the x- or y-polarization by adjusting the air hole radius
between the cores.

The propagation behavior in the PS is shown in Fig. 4.8. With a beam of 45-
degree polarized light is launched into the CC-CHF, we can observe that the light
is separated and coupled into left and right side depending on the field compo-
nents. The y-polarized component (Hx) couples only to the left side yEC-CHF,
and the x-polarized component (Hy) couples only to the right side xEC-CHF. The
light power of the CC-CHF is almost zero at the device length of 630 µm. The
calculated crosstalk is about the same as the computer’s round-off error. Actually,
there is a difference between the x- and y-polarizations coupling lengths. In order
to investigate the extent of the influence, the normalized power along propagation
distance has been estimated, as seen in Fig. 4.9. Assuming that a 45-degree po-
larized light is launched into the CC-CHF, there is a slight deviation in the graph
of the xEC-CHF and yEC-CHF according to the difference of the coupling length.
However, the normalized power at 630 µm of each waveguide is about 49.98%, the
loss due to the difference between two coupling lengths is negligible. In another
numerical simulation, if all of the hole sizes deviate 1%, the coupling efficiency
degrades around 3%, and if only the hole sizes in a specific core deviate 0.2%, the
coupling efficiency degrades around 5%. The structural tolerance will be discussed
later in this chapter.
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Hx Hy

z/L = 0

z/L = 1/5

z/L = 2/5

z/L = 3/5

z/L = 4/5

z/L = 1

Figure 4.8: Propagation behavior in the PS with large hole EC-CHFs.
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Figure 4.9: Normalized power along the propagation distance.

Figure 4.10: FSM of the elliptical air holes in core region for the yEC-CHF.
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Figure 4.11: Effective indices of the FSM of core region for the large hole CC-CHF and xEC-CHF
as a function of the air filling fraction.

4.1.2 Design of PS using FSM of Core

After we determined the air hole sizes of CC-CHF and xEC-CHF which meet the
phase matching condition by using the effective index of each waveguide. In this
subsection, instead to analyze the complicated whole structure of EC-CHF, we
determined the phase matched air holes by using the FSM of the elliptical air holes
in core region for each EC-CHF. Schematic of the FSM of a yEC-CHF is illustrated
in Fig. 4.10.

The structural parameters of yEC-CHF are set as the same as mentioned above.
The centers of all the air holes are arranged in the array of a hexagonal lattice with
the hole pitch Λ = 1.24 µm, the elliptical holes in the core region is dy1 = 0.9Λ,
dy1/dx1 = 2, the diameter of the circular hole in the cladding region is dc = 0.65Λ.
Fig. 4.11 shows the effective indices of the FSM of core region for the CC-CHF
and xEC-CHF as a function of air filling fraction. The effective index of yEC-CHF
is illustrated by the dashed line. It can be seen that, the air hole sizes that meet the
phase matching condition correspond to dx2 = 0.6162Λ for the CC-CHF, and dx3 =
0.9222Λ for the xEC-CHF. However, the numerical simulation demonstrates that in
the isolated system, the phase matching condition between the three EC-CHFs can
not be perfectly satisfied. In the coupled system, the effective indices of even and
odd modes and the estimated coupling lengths for the x- and y-polarizations are
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Table 4.2: Effective indices of even and odd modes and the estimated coupling lengths of the PS
with the large hole EC-CHFs designed by FSM.

Effective refractive index
Even mode Odd mode Lc [µm]

x-pol. 1.310171 1.308866 593
y-pol. 1.310681 1.309073 482

shown in Table 4.2.
There is a remarkable difference between x- and y-polarization coupling lengths.

The normalized power along propagation distance of y- and x-polarized waves are
illustrated in Fig. 4.12. Consequently, it can be seen that the incident light cannot
completely split into two orthogonal polarization states. In particular, the maxi-
mum value of the normalized power in yEC-CHF is 0.347 (coupling efficiency is
about 69.30%) at propagation distance of 482 µm. The propagation behavior in
the PS with a device length of 1000 µm is illustrated in Fig. 4.13. The full-vector
FE-BPM is applied to study the propagation along the z-direction. Here, the longi-
tudinal step size is set to 1 µm, the analyzed region of 34.72×24.8 µm, is discretized
using curvilinear hybrid edge/nodal elements. Adaptive mesh [87] is used and the
total unknowns are 836,538. For the y-polarized component, Hx is the major field,
and Hy is the minor field. In the same way, for the x-polarized component, Hy is
the major field, and Hx is the minor field. With the propagation of the incident
light, we can observe that, the y-polarized component cannot totally couple into
the yEC-CHF, and the remain part propagates in the CC-CHF due to the single-
polarization property of EC-CHF, and from this point, it also demonstrated that
crosstalk- free polarization can be realized through our PS.
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Figure 4.12: Normalized power along propagation of (a) y-polarized wave, (b) x-polarized wave
for the PS designed by FSM.
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Figure 4.13: Propagation behavior in the PS with the large hole EC-CHF designed by FSM.
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Figure 4.14: Cross sectional view of the small hole 3-ring core yEC-CHF.

4.2 Design of PS with Small Hole EC-CHFs

After we designed the PS with the large hole EC-CHFs which have a strong light
confinement of the waveguide, in order to obtain the Gaussian like mode field dis-
tribution which can improve the connectivity between the EC-CHF and a standard
single-mode fiber (SMF), we designed the PS with the small hole EC-CHFs. The
parameters of yEC-CHF are set as follows: dy1 = 0.3Λ for the major axis of ellipti-
cal holes, the ellipticity is set to dmajor/dminor = 2, the diameter of circular holes in
cladding is dc = 0.22Λ, the lattice pitch is Λ = 1.24 µm, and the operating length is
λ = 1.55 µm. The cross section of the small hole yEC-CHF is shown in Fig. 4.14, it
can be seen that the fiber includes three rings of elliptical holes in the core region to
increase the optical confinement since the EC-CHF is weakly guiding waveguide
with the small holes. Under the determined structural parameters, the effective
indices of the FSM for two orthogonal polarization in the core and the cladding
region of the yEC-CHF as a function of wavelength is shown in Fig. 4.15. From
800 nm to 2000 nm, we can observed that only y-polarized mode can be guided
well in the fiber core because its modal effective index is obviously higher than the
cladding effective index, whereas the x-polarized mode is lower than the cladding
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Figure 4.16: Cross sectional view of the PS with small hole EC-CHFs.

effective index. Fig. 4.16 shows the cross sectional structure of the PS, each core
is separated from the adjacent cores by three column of air holes.

As we designed the PS based on the large hole EC-CHFs, in order to match the
phase condition of each EC-CHF, we use the two design methods to determine the
hole size of CC-CHF and xEC-CHF, that is using the effective index of waveguide
which has a high accuracy of coupling efficiency and using only the FSM of core
region which is easy to design. Fig. 4.17 illustrates the vary of effective indices for
the CC-CHF and xEC-CHF as a function of air filling fraction by the two design
methods mentioned above. Here we note that the phase matched holes in the core
region for the CC-CHF and xEC-CHF have the same sizes based on the two design
methods, i.e. dx2 = 0.2022Λ for the CC-CHF and dx3 = 0.3Λ for the xEC-CHF. The
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Figure 4.17: Effective indices of (a) the CC-CHF and xEC-CHF, (b) the FSM in core region of the
CC-CHF and xEC-CHF, as a function of the air filling fraction.

magnetic field distributions in each EC-CHF are shown in Fig. 4.18. The mode
field diameters in all EC-CHFs are almost the same.

With three column of air holes between the adjacent cores, we investigate the
effective indices of even and odd modes in coupled system, the magnetic field
distributions are shown in Fig. 4.19. And the estimated coupling lengths for x- and
y-polarization are also given, as shown in Table 4.3. By adopting the average of
the x- and y-polarization coupling lengths, the device length is set to L = 1940 µm.
The propagation behavior in the PS with device length of 1940 µm is shown in
Fig. 4.21. This time, the longitudinal step size is also set to 1 µm, however, the
analyzed region is 62 × 39.68 µm, and the total unknowns are 1,145,650. A 45-
degree linearly polarized light is launched into the CC-CHF, with the propagation
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(a) yEC-CHF

(b) CC-CHF

(c) xEC-CHF

Figure 4.18: Magnetic field distribution in each EC-CHF (with small air holes).

of the light, it can be observed that the x-polarized component and y-polarized
component couple only to the xEC-CHF and yEC-CHF, respectively. We have
also estimated the normalized power against propagation distance as illustrated in
Fig. 4.20. The power of incident light in CC-CHF is almost 0 at 1940 µm, and
x-polarized wave, y-polarized wave can be completely divided.
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Table 4.3: Effective indices of even and odd modes and the estimated coupling lengths of the PS
with the small hole EC-CHFs

Effective refractive index
Even mode Odd mode Lc [µm]

x-pol. 1.432390 1.431996 1947
y-pol. 1.432395 1.431998 1933

(a) Even mode for y-polarization (b) Odd mode for y-polarization

(c) Even mode for x-polarization (d) Odd mode for x-polarization

Figure 4.19: Even and odd modes field distribution of PS with small hole EC-CHFs in coupled
system.
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Figure 4.20: Normalized power along the propagation distance.
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Figure 4.21: Propagation behavior in the PS with small hole EC-CHFs.
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4.3 Design Accuracy of FSM Method

Compared with the coupling efficiencies of the PS by using the large hole EC-
CHFs and small hole EC-CHFs based on FSM, we can observe that PS with the
large hole EC-CHFs cannot obtain a high coupling efficiency. As a consequence,
we investigated the vary of coupling efficiency for x- and y-polarization designed
by FSM versus air filling fraction of core region, as shown in Fig. 4.22. Here,
the ellipticity is considered as dmajor/dminor = 2, and the distance between the two
adjacent cores is fixed to two air holes. Reference to the original parameters of
yEC-CHF (the major axis of elliptical hole in core region is 0.9Λ, the diameter of
circular hole in cladding is 0.65Λ), the circular hole size in cladding region varies
as same ratio as the elliptical hole in core region to ensure the realization of single-
polarization propagation of EC-CHF. In addition, as we know the EC-CHF with
smaller holes leads to a weaker light confinement, so we introduce a multi-ring
structure in core region to enhance the light confinement of the waveguide when
the hole sizes decrease. Fig. 4.22 shows that the coupling efficiencies of x- and
y-polarized waves decrease with the air filling fraction for each PS with differ-
ent kinds of EC-CHFs. The normalized propagation constant b of a waveguide is
defined as follows:

b =
n2eff − n22
n21 − n22

(4.2)

where neff is the effective index of the waveguide in isolated system, n1 and n2

represent the FSMs of core and cladding regions, respectively, and b is a quantity
between 0 and 1. Small b means the waveguide has a weak light confinement that
can realize light coupling easily. On the other hand, a waveguide with a large b
has a strong light confinement and it is not easy to be coupled. b of a waveguide
increases with air filling fraction for each region of the EC-CHFs. For example, the
PS with 1-ring core EC-CHFs (the range of the air filling fraction is from 25.51%
to 36.73%), it can be calculated that b is 0.2725 and the coupling efficiency of
y-polarization is 68.8% at the air filling fraction of 36.73%. On the other hand,
when the air filling fraction is 25.51%, b is 0.1185 and the coupling efficiency of
y-polarization is 98.5%. Weakly light confinement fibers have a large insertion
loss of input and output fiber even though it can realize the light coupling easily.
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Figure 4.22: Coupling efficiency of (a) x-polarized wave, (b) y-polarized wave for the PS designed
by FSM as a function of air filling fraction.

Therefore, the 2-ring core structure is generally used at the air filling fraction of
25.51%, although the coupling efficiency of y-polarization decreases to 87.4%. In
the actual fabrication, according to the normalized propagation constant of needs,
we determine the rings in the core region of the reference waveguide (such as the
yEC-CHF in this paper) and the distance between the two adjacent cores, then we
can choose the high design accuracy of FSM method to design the PS effectively.
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4.4 Structural Tolerance and Wavelength Dependence of PS

In this section, we will focus on the structural tolerance and wavelength depen-
dence of our designed PS. First of all, we will give the coupling efficiency formula
of a coupled system. In a coupled system, the coupling efficiency F between the
two adjacent waveguides is defined as

F =
κ2

κ2 + ψ2
=

1

1 +
(
ψ
κ

)2 (4.3)

with

ψ =
1

2
(β2 − β1) =

π

λ
(neff,1 − neff,2) (4.4)

where κ is the coupling coefficient between the two adjacent waveguides. ψ is
the difference of propagation constants between the two adjacent waveguides in
isolated system, and neff,1 and neff,2 are the respective effective indices of the two
waveguides. Using the guide mode in isolated system, coupling length Lc can also
be defined as follows:

Lc =
π

2γ
, γ =

√
κ2 + ψ2 (4.5)

where γ is a quantity which is related to the periodical power transfer between
the two adjacent waveguides. When Lc = π/(2γ), the power of incident light
transmits from one waveguide to another completely. From the above, the coupling
efficiency F between the two waveguides can be calculated by using the effective
indices of the two waveguides in isolated system and the effective indices of the
even and odd modes in coupled system, as shown as the following equation.

F = 1−
(
neff,1 − neff,2
neff,e − neff,o

)2

(4.6)

Considering the current fabrication technology of PCF, the biggest problem in
the fabrication process of an EC-CHF is the deviation of the circular or elliptical
air holes away from the initial parameter values. So we discussed the effect of
the deviation of the geometric parameters designed with the large and small hole
EC-CHFs. Since the air holes deviate irregularly in fabrication, we investigated the
coupling efficiency of the PS against all air holes varies randomly from the initial
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Figure 4.23: Coupling efficiencies of the PS with the large hole EC-CHFs against the random
deviation of all the air holes.
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Figure 4.24: Coupling efficiencies of the PS with the small hole EC-CHFs against the random
deviation of all the air holes.

parameters. Reference to the previous section, the parameters of each large hole
EC-CHF are determined as follows: dy1 = 0.9Λ for the major axis of elliptical holes
in the yEC-CHF, dx2 = 0.6126Λ for the core size of the CC-CHF, dx3 = 0.9174Λ for
the xEC-CHF, the ellipticity is dmajor/dminor = 2, dc = 0.65Λ for the holes in the
cladding, each core is separated from the adjacent cores by two column of air holes,
and the device length is fixed to 630 µm. Fig. 4.23 shows the coupling efficiency
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Table 4.4: PS with large EC-CHF: Coupling efficiency versus the deviation for different parts of
the device parameters at each deviation level.

Deviation Core region Cladding
level xEC-CHF CC-CHF yEC-CHF region

-0.3% 88.9% 85.4% 87.6% 99.8%
-0.2% 94.5% 92.6% 94.3% 99.7%
-0.1% 97.9% 97.2% 98.4% 99.3%

0 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9%
0.1% 97.8% 98.0% 98.2% 98.6%
0.2% 94.3% 94.2% 94.0% 98.0%
0.3% 88.9% 88.0% 87.6% 97.3%

of the PS with the large hole EC-CHFs against the random deviation of all the air
holes. It can be observed that the coupling efficiency is almost 90% when the de-
viation is smaller than 0.4% of their initial parameters, and the coupling efficiency
is better than 60% when the deviation is smaller than 1% of the initial parameters.
On the other hand, Fig. 4.24 shows the coupling efficiency of the PS with the small
hole EC-CHFs designed in section 4.2 against the random deviation of all the air
holes. Compared with the condition in Fig. 4.23, the coupling efficiency is better
than 90% when the deviation is smaller than 3% of their initial parameters, and the
coupling efficiency is better than 60% when the deviation is smaller than 5% of
the initial parameters. The PS with the small hole EC-CHFs has a higher tolerance
than the splitter with the large hole EC-CHFs because it has more elliptical air
holes in core region which lead to reducing the average of deviation and decrease
the impact to effective index of the waveguide.

Moreover, we have also examined the coupling efficiency versus the deviation
for the respective hole sizes of each region, as shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5.
Here, all the hole sizes of the deviation part are varied with the same extent, such as
if only the holes in xEC-CHF core region are expanded 1%, the coupling efficiency
of the PS with small hole EC-CHFs will decrease to 87.7%. Compared with the
random deviation of all the holes mentioned above, the deviation for one part of
the device with same extent leads to a worse coupling efficiency. Especially for
the coupling efficiency with deviation in the core regions which is much worse
than the varies in the cladding, that is because in an EC-CHF, the effective index is
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Table 4.5: PS with small EC-CHF: Coupling efficiency versus the deviation for different parts of
the device parameters at each deviation level.

Deviation Core region Cladding
level xEC-CHF CC-CHF yEC-CHF region
-1% 86.1% 86.0% 86.3% 99.8%

-0.66% 94.0% 93.6% 94.1% 99.9%
-0.33% 98.6% 98.3% 98.6% 99.9%

0 100% 100% 100 % 100%
0.33% 98.3% 98.7% 98.4% 99.9%
0.66% 94.0% 94.9% 94.2% 99.9%

1% 87.7% 88.9% 87.8% 99.8%

sensitive to the hole sizes in the core region. So if we design this type of PS using
other kinds of single-polarized PCFs [25]-[41] which have only circular air holes
or no holes in the core region, it may be possible to obtain a device with larger
tolerance. In addition, the splice loss between an EC-CHF and a SMF should also
been considered, according to [93], the splice loss is not so large by adjusting the
parameters of EC-CHF and SMF.

In order to achieve the wide-band transmission, we have also investigated the
wavelength dependence of the PS with the large and small hole EC-CHFs, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 4.25. The proposed PS with the large hole EC-CHFs has
a coupling efficiency better than 20 dB at 1.55µm and a bandwidth of 50 nm from
1.52 to 1.57 µm, the PS with the small hole EC-CHFs exhibits a wider bandwidth
of 160 nm from 1.47 to 1.63 µm. That is because the EC-CHF with small holes is
a weakly guiding, and the effective index of the waveguide varies slightly versus
wavelength, as shown in Fig. 4.26. Therefore, the PS based on small hole EC-CHF
has a wider bandwidth.
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Figure 4.25: Coupling efficiency of the PS versus the light wavelength.
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Figure 4.26: Effective index of the yEC-CHF versus wavelength.
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In our research, the main object is to achieve a cross-talk free optical device.
So far, we have designed the cross-talk free PS based on large and small hole EC-
CHFs, and the corresponding structural tolerance and wavelength dependence have
also been discussed in detail. As we know, the two EC-CHF output waveguides are
the key components of the PS. Due to the single-polarization transmission of the
EC-CHF, even the phase matching condition between the CC-CHF and yEC-CHF
(or xEC-CHF) can not be perfectly satisfied, the uncoupled y-polarized component
(or x-polarized component) would remain in the CC-CHF, and the output wave is
still single polarized. Therefore, keeping single-polarization property of the EC-
CHF is the basic condition of this design. Here, we investigate the absolutely
single-polarization of the yEC-CHF with a various geometric elliptical holes. In
our designing process, the major axis of the large hole yEC-CHF is dy = 0.9Λ,
the ellipticity is dmajor/dminor = 2, and the diameter of the circular holes in the
cladding is dc = 0.65Λ. During the fabrication process, since the ellipticity of the
elliptical air holes is difficult to maintain in 2, thus we investigate the large hole
yEC-CHF dispersion curves against a variation dy while the elliptical hole area is
unchanged, as shown in Fig. 4.27. The green dashed line represents the constant
FSM in the cladding. We note that the elliptical holes in the core with a large
major axis lead to a large birefringence, and the single polarization transmission
can be easily achieved. Since the major axis dy should smaller than the lattice
pitch Λ, we only discussed until the dy increased by 10% (dy/Λ = 0.99). Moreover,
if the dy reduces by more than 18% (dy/Λ < 0.738), the FSM of x-polarization
is higher than the FSM of cladding, the single polarization can not be realized.
Consequently, the single polarization property of the large hole yEC-CHF can be
achieved with dy/Λ > 0.738 by keeping the hole area.

In the same way, the dispersion curves of small hole yEC-CHF have also been
investigated, as shown in Fig. 4.28. The initial parameters of the small hole yEC-
CHF are given as: the major axis of the elliptical holes is dy = 0.3Λ, the ellipticity
is dmajor/dminor = 2, the diameter of circular holes in the cladding is dc = 0.22Λ.
The single polarization property of the small hole yEC-CHF can be achieved with
dy/Λ > 0.264 by keeping the hole area.
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Figure 4.27: Effective index variation of the large hole yEC-CHF against the major axis dy by
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Figure 4.28: Effective index variation of the small hole yEC-CHF against the major axis dy by
keeping the elliptical hole area (λ = 1.55µm).



Chapter 5

Cross-Talk Free Polarization Converter

After we design the PS based on triangular lattice EC-CHFs, we will focus on
another important component in the optical communication system, the PC, which
can convert a liner polarization by 90 degrees. In our research, firstly, we proposed
a novel single PC element based on the square lattice EC-CHF, as shown in Fig.
5.1. After that, in order to obtain a cross-talk free PC element, we adopt two
EC-CHFs on both sides of the PC waveguide as the input and output waveguides,
respectively. Moreover, considering the fabrication technology in recent years, the
structural tolerance of the cross-talk free PC has been investigated detailedly.

Figure 5.1: 3 dimensional structure of our proposed single PC element.

Additionally, we consist the cross-talk free PC with a PS to form a PSC based

65
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Figure 5.2: Structure and cross-sectional distribution of our proposed PSC.

on square lattice EC-CHFs. The incident light beam can be split and converted
simultaneously without any cross-talk. The structure of our proposed PSC is illus-
trated in Fig. 5.2. It consists of five EC-CHFs in parallel, from left to right in order,
a yEC-CHF, a PC with oblique elliptical holes in the core region, an xEC-CHF, a
CC-CHF and a yEC-CHF. When an arbitrarily polarized light beam is launched
into the input waveguide CC-CHF, firstly, it splits into the x- and y-polarized com-
ponents which couple to the xEC-CHF and yEC-CHF, respectively. Then, the
x-polarized component in the xEC-CHF couples to the PC waveguide and converts
to the y-polarized component. Finally, with the light propagation, the converted
y-polarized component couples to the yEC-CHF at the left side. Consequently,
utilizing the absolutely single-polarization transmission property of an EC-CHF,
when an arbitrarily polarized light wave is launched into the PSC, only y-polarized
wave can be output. Moreover, only x-polarized wave can also be obtained by
exchanging the yEC-CHF and xEC-CHF easily.
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Figure 5.3: Cross-section view of the single PC element.

5.1 Design of Single PC Element with Square Lattice EC-CHF

In this subsection, we propose a novel PC based on a square lattice EC-CHF with
a short conversion length. The cross-sectional structure of our proposed PC is
illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The PC waveguide has nine oblique elliptical-holes in the
core region whose major axis is rotated counter clockwise by ϕ = 45◦ with respect
to the x-axis. Due to the symmetrical structure with respect to y = x, incident x-
or y-polarized wave can be completely rotated 90◦. Refer to [74], the hybridness is
defined as

Hybridness = max |Hµ| /max |Hν | (5.1)

where µ and ν are x and y for x-polarized mode while y and x for y-polarized mode,
respectively. The conversion length Lr is defined as Lr = 0.5λ/(neff,1 − neff,2),
where λ is the operating wavelength, neff,1 and neff,2 represent the effective indices
of two eigenmodes of the single PC. With the elliptical holes in the core, the PC
element has a large birefringence which leads to a short conversion length. The
basic structural parameters are set as follows: the lattice pitch Λ is 1 µm, all the
elliptical-holes have the same ellipticity of dmajor/dminor = 2, the refractive indices
of silica and air are n1 = 1.45 and n2 = 1, respectively, the operation wavelength is
set to λ = 1.55 µm. In order to design the PC element, the guided modes in coupled
and isolated systems are analyzed by using the FV-FEM, and the light propagation
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Figure 5.4: Hole sizes dependence of the conversion length.

Table 5.1: Minimum conversion length and corresponding elliptical-hole size for different hole
sizes in the cladding.

dc/Λ dr/Λ Min. of Lr1 [µm]

0.60 0.71 74.25
0.65 0.77 60.85
0.70 0.85 51.13
0.75 0.90 43.84
0.80 0.97 38.69
0.85 1.03 34.80
0.90 1.08 32.20
0.91 1.09 31.70

in the PC is simulated by using the FE-BPM.

Here, we investigate the hole size dependence of conversion length Lr1, as
shown in Fig. 5.4. We note that with a constant hole size in the cladding, the
conversion length decreases when dr increases at first, and then it has a slight in-
crease after reaching the minimum value. This is because the larger elliptical holes
make the birefringence larger. However, with the elliptical holes getting larger,
most of the light spreads into the birefringence-free cladding region, and this leads
to a longer conversion length. Moreover, it also can be observed that the minimum
value of conversion length decreases with larger circular-holes in the cladding. Ta-
ble 5.1 shows the minimum conversion length and the corresponding major axis
length of ellipse for different hole sizes in the cladding. The table also illustrates
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Figure 5.5: Magnetic field distributions of the (a) Hx and (b) Hy components for the fundamental
mode (effective index is neff,1 = 1.23914), and the (c) Hx and (d) Hy components for the 1st-
higher-order mode (effective index is neff,2 = 1.21469).

the shortest conversion length we have obtained, i.e., Lr1 = 31.7 µm with the hole
sizes of dc = 0.91Λ and dr = 1.09Λ. Figure 5.5 shows the magnetic field distribu-
tions of Hx and Hy components for the fundamental and 1st-higher-order modes,
respectively. It can be observed that the two field profiles are very similar, and the
hybridness is 0.99994 for the fundamental mode and 0.99921 for the 1st-higher-
order mode. The propagation behaviors obtained by the full-vector FE-BPM in the
PC with the shortest conversion length are shown in Fig. 5.6. It can be observed
that an x-polarized incident light can be completely converted into a y-polarized
light through our proposed PC. However, since both of the x- and y-polarized com-
ponents exist in the same waveguide, the ER in the single PC element should be
considered. Here, the ER in PC is defined as

ER = 10 log10
Output power of x-polarization
Output power of y-polarization

. (5.2)

A BPM simulation shows that the ER is -23dB at λ = 1.55µm. Here, the lon-
gitudinal step size is set to 1 µm, the analyzed region of 13× 13 µm, is discretized
using curvilinear hybrid edge/nodal elements [85]. An adaptive mesh [87] is used
and the total unknowns are 191,559.
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Figure 5.6: Propagation behavior in the single PC (Lr = 31.7 µm).
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Figure 5.7: Cross-section view of a cross-talk free polarization converting part.

5.2 Design of Cross-Talk Free PC Element with Three EC-CHFs

In the previous subsection, we designed a single PC element based on a square lat-
tice EC-CHF. In general, considering the deviation of hole sizes in the fabrication
process, 100% conversion is difficult to achieve and a considerable ER may exist
in this PC. However, in our study, in order to realize the cross-talk free device, a
yEC-CHF and an xEC-CHF are added at both sides of the PC waveguide to ensure
that the input and output waves are absolutely single-polarized. Fig. 5.7 shows
the cross-sectional structure of our proposed cross-talk free three-core PC element.
Here we set the PC waveguide in the middle, and design the hole size in the core
by satisfying the phase matching condition with two EC-CHFs. According to the
coupled mode theory, if an x-polarized light beam is launched into the xEC-CHF,
it would be coupled into the PC and converted into a y-polarized light; then the
converted y-polarized component would be coupled into the yEC-CHF at the left
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Figure 5.8: Cross-sectional view of the (a) square lattice xEC-CHF and (b) the dispersion curves
of this xEC-CHF with different cladding holes.

side. Owing to the square lattice arrangement, the yEC-CHF and xEC-CHF have
the same hole sizes for satisfying the phase matching condition. Therefore, we
set the xEC-CHF at right side as the reference waveguide, the major axis length
of elliptical-holes is set to dx = 0.9Λ. The dispersion curves of the xEC-CHF are
illustrated in Fig. 5.8, we note that the EC-CHF has a large birefringence by intro-
ducing elliptical holes in the core, the effective index of FSM for the x-polarization
is much higher than the y-polarization. Three dashed curves between the FSMs of
x- and y-polarizations represent the FSM of cladding with different circular hole
sizes, i.e. dc/Λ = 0.66, 0.67 and 0.68, respectively. In order to achieve the single-
polarization with a wide bandwidth for the EC-CHF, the hole size in the cladding
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Figure 5.9: Modal field distribution of each coupled mode with dr = 0.835Λ.

is set to dc/Λ = 0.66. The effective index of the xEC-CHF in isolated system is
neff,x = 1.32531.

Then, we design the phase matching hole size in the core of PC waveguide.
Since the PC waveguide has two eigenmodes, here we determine dr by meeting
neff,pc = neff,x, where neff,pc is the average value of effective indices of the two
eigenmodes, and the corresponding dr is dr/Λ = 0.835.

In the coupled system, under the determined parameters for the three-core PC,
there are four kinds of coupled modes exist (i.e., both x- and y-polarized modes
in the PC waveguide, the single x- and y-polarized modes in the xEC-CHF and
yEC-CHF, respectively, are coupled to each other.) and the polarization conversion
is achieved by utilizing these mode couplings. The modal field distribution of each
coupled mode with dr/Λ = 0.835 is illustrated in Fig. 5.9. It can be observed that
the four coupled modes are almost isolated. In this case, the polarization conver-
sion is achieved through the coupling between the 1st- and 2nd-modes. The polar-
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ization conversion with these modes requires a relatively long conversion length
since the coupling length depends on the minimum index difference between these
coupled modes. In order to obtain a short conversion length, we investigate the
effective index variation of four coupled modes against dr, as shown in Fig. 5.10.
Based on the coupled mode theory for three coupled modes, the same effective
index difference between the coupled modes is required to obtain a short conver-
sion length. Therefore, we investigate the variation of four coupled modes near
dr/Λ = 0.795 and 0.865 in detail, as shown in Figs. 5.11 (a) and (b), respectively.
The figures show that the effective indices of three coupled modes in the bottom
have the same index difference ∆ = 5 × 10−4 at dr/Λ = 0.798. In addition, the
same index difference ∆ = 5 × 10−4 can also be obtained at dr/Λ = 0.867. Here,
we use dr/Λ = 0.798 to design the PC. The modal field distribution of each coupled
mode is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The first coupled modes of Hx and Hy are almost
isolated and do not contribute to the polarization conversion, while the other three
coupled modes contribute to the polarization conversion.

The calculated conversion length is Lr = 0.5λ/∆ = 1550 µm, and the propa-
gation behaviors are shown in Fig. 5.13. Here, the longitudinal step size is set
to 1 µm, the analyzed region is 25 × 13 µm, and the total unknowns are 429,251.
We can observe that after an x-polarized light is launched into the xEC-CHF, it is
completely converted into a y-polarized light through our proposed PC. The ER of
three-core PC element can be illustrated as follows,

ER = 10 log10
P1y→3x + P1y→3y + P1x→3x

P1x→3y
. (5.3)

where P1x and P1y respect to the power of x- and y-polarizations in the input
waveguide xEC-CHF, P3x and P3y are the power of x- and y-polarizations in the
output waveguide yEC-CHF, P1y→3x and P1x→3x represent the x-polarization in
output waveguide which is converted by the P1y and P1x, respectively. In the same
way, P1y→3y and P1x→3y represent the y-polarization in output waveguide which
is converted by the P1y and P1x, respectively. Owning to the absolutely single-
polarization property of an EC-CHF, P1y for the xEC-CHF is 0, and P3x for the
yEC-CHF is 0. Therefore, the numerator of the ER fraction is 0, and the ER is
infinitely high, the cross-talk free property is achieved.
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Figure 5.10: Effective indices of four coupled modes against dr.
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Figure 5.11: Effective indices of four coupled modes against dr (a) near dr = 0.795Λ, (b) near
dr = 0.865Λ.
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Figure 5.12: Modal field distribution of each coupled mode with dr = 0.798Λ.
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Figure 5.13: Propagation behavior in the polarization converting part (Lr = 1550 µm).
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Figure 5.14: Effective index variation of the xEC-CHF against the major axis dx by keeping the
elliptical hole area (λ = 1.55 µm).

5.3 Structural Tolerance of Cross-Talk Free PC Element

So far, we have proposed and designed a novel PC element based on three-core
EC-CHFs. Considering the current fabrication technology of PCF, one of the dif-
ficulties in our proposed PC element is the deviation of the air holes away from
the designed values. Here, we wish to further discuss the structural tolerance of
the cross-talk free three-core PC element. Since two EC-CHFs on both sides are
the key components to obtain the cross-talk free property, firstly, we investigate the
absolutely single-polarization of the xEC-CHF with a various geometric elliptical
holes. In our designing process, the major axis of elliptical hole is dx/Λ = 0.9,
and the ellipticity is dmajor/dminor = 2. However, in practical manufacturing pro-
cess, the ellipticity is difficult to maintain in 2, thus we investigate the xEC-CHF
dispersion curves against a variation dx while the elliptical hole area is unchanged,
as shown in Fig. 5.14. The green dashed line represents the constant FSM in the
cladding (dc/Λ = 0.66). It can be observed that, elliptical holes in the core with
a large dx lead to a large birefringence, and the single polarization can be easily
achieved. While due to dx < Λ, we only take into account the dx increased by
9%. In addition, if the major axis dx decreases 15% (dx/Λ = 0.765), the FSM of
x-polarized mode is almost the same as the FSM in the cladding. Therefore, in
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Figure 5.15: Conversion efficiency of the three-core PC element against the inclination angle of
elliptical holes in the PC waveguide.

our research, the single-polarization property of xEC-CHF can be achieved with
dx/Λ > 0.765 by keeping the hole area.

After we discussed the structure tolerance of the single-polarized EC-CHF, we
will focus on the inclination angle of the elliptical holes in PC waveguide. As
we demonstrated in the last subsection, the PC waveguide whose elliptical hole
inclination angle is ϕ = 45◦ can convert an x-polarized incident light by 90 degree
with a low ER. If the inclination angle fluctuates, the symmetrical structure of the
PC will be destroyed, and the completely polarization conversion will be difficult
to achieve. For the three-core PC element, the cross-talk free property still can be
achieved since the EC-CHF is used as the output waveguide, while the inclination
angle fluctuation leads to a low conversion efficiency. Refer to the three-core PC
parameters designed before, the major axis length of elliptical holes in EC-CHF
is dx/Λ = 0.9, dr/Λ = 0.798 for PC waveguide in the middle, dc/Λ = 0.66 for the
cladding holes, the ellipticity is set to 2, each core is separated from the adjacent
cores by three column of air holes, and the device length is fixed to 1550 µm. The
conversion efficiency is calculated by

η =
P3y

P1x
× 100%. (5.4)

where P3y is the power of converted y-polarization in the output waveguide (yEC-
CHF) and P1x is the power of incident x-polarization in the input waveguide (xEC-
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Table 5.2: Conversion efficiency versus the deviation for different parts of the device parameters
at each deviation level.

Deviation Core region Cladding
level xEC-CHF PC yEC-CHF region

-0.2% 87.4% 77.3% 87.6% 98.2%
-0.1% 95.7% 92.1% 95.8% 98.3%

0 99.1% 99.1% 99.1% 99.1%
0.1% 95.0% 94.1% 94.8% 98.3%
0.2% 86.1% 81.6% 85.9% 98.1%

CHF). The variation of conversion efficiency against the fluctuated inclination an-
gle is illustrated in Fig. 5.15. It can be observed that the conversion efficiency is
better than 90% when the inclination angle is set between 38◦ ∼ 50◦.

Finally, we examined the conversion efficiency versus the deviation for the re-
spective hole sizes of each region, as shown in Table 5.2. Here, all the hole sizes
of the deviation part are varied with the same extent, such as if only the elliptical
holes in xEC-CHF core region are decreased 0.2%, then the coupling efficiency of
the PC element will decrease to 87.4%, because the phase matching condition is
mismatched between the xEC-CHF and PC waveguide. In practical manufacturing
process, all the hole sizes vary randomly, however, the deviation for one part of the
device with same extent leads to a worse conversion efficiency. Here, we inves-
tigate the worse conversion efficiency, while a better conversion efficiency can be
obtained in the fabrication process. Obviously, the conversion efficiency with the
deviation of elliptical holes is much worse than the varies in the cladding. That is
because in an EC-CHF the effective index is sensitive to the hole sizes in the core
region. So if we design this type of PC using a single-polarized PCF with only
circular air holes, such as PCF in [41], it may be possible to obtain a device with
larger tolerance.



Chapter 6

Mode Converter/Splitter for
MDM/PDM

Mode division multiplexing (MDM) over few-mode fibers is considered as a promis-
ing solution for surpassing the capacity limits of single-mode fiber systems. In
order to achieve this object, a mode converter could be widely used. In our re-
search, we considering a passive optical device which can contribute to the MDM
and PDM system, as shown in Fig. 6.1. If an arbitrary polarized light beam is
launched into the input waveguide port 1 in the middle, firstly, the fundamental
modes of x- and y-polarization are separated into the port 2 and port 3 by setting
the waveguides which satisfied the phase matching condition. Similarly, the 1st-
higher-order modes of x- and y-polarization are split into the port 4 and port 5 at the
same time. Then, the separated 1st-higher-order modes with different polarization
are split and converted into the corresponding fundamental modes, respectively.
Therefore, through this kind of optical device, six kinds of different fundamental
modes can be separated with an arbitrary polarized incident light, i. e. the MDM
and PDM system can be achieved simultaneously.

So far, for the passive optical device mentioned above, we have designed the
PS element which can achieve the polarization splitting part. Additionally, in this
chapter, we propose a novel MCS based on square lattice EC-CHFs, which can
easily achieve the mode conversion between the 1st-higher-order mode and funda-
mental mode.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of a passive optical device that can contribute to the MDM and PDM system
simultaneously.
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Figure 6.2: Cross section of the MCS.
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6.1 Schematic and Design Procedure of MCS

In this section, we will introduce the structure of our proposed MCS and explain
the design procedure of it. Figure 6.2 shows the cross-sectional structure of our
proposed L-shaped MCS which consists of a multi-core xEC-CHF and two single
mode CC-CHFs. If the x-polarized light beam launched into the multi-core xEC-
CHF, then by setting appropriate parameters, the fundamental and 1st-higher-order
modes are supported in this waveguide. Owing to the birefringence of EC-CHF,
the Ex12 and Ex21 modes with different symmetries have a slight effective index dif-
ference. The Ex12 mode will only couple into the single-mode CC-CHF at right top,
on the contrary, the Ex21 mode will only couple into the single-mode CC-CHF at left
side, which means the mode splitting can be achieved. Due to the reciprocity prop-
erty of an optical device, if the incident light launched into two CC-CHFs, only the
x-polarized component of the incident light couples to the multi-core xEC-CHF,
and transmits in the same waveguide. While the y-polarized component remains
in the CC-CHF. Therefore, in this study, we estimate the modal effective index of
each waveguide and analyze the propagation of incident light by only considering
the x-polarized component. Additionally, the MCS for y-polarization can be easily
obtained by exchange the multi-core xEC-CHF for a yEC-CHF.

The design procedure of the MCS is given as follows: firstly, we consider a
multi-core xEC-CHF which supports only the fundamental and 1st-higher-order
modes. Then, the hole sizes of two CC-CHFs are determined by meeting the phase
matching condition with Ex12 mode and Ex21 mode, respectively. After that, each
mode conversion length is calculated by setting a satisfied separation between ad-
jacent cores. Finally, we determine the device length by adapting the average of
the two conversion lengths.
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Figure 6.3: Dispersion curve of the one ring core square lattice xEC-CHF.

6.2 Design of MCS Based on Square Lattice EC-CHFs

According to the design procedure of our proposed MCS previously, firstly, we
should design a multi-core xEC-CHF which supports the fundamental and 1st-
higher-order modes with the wavelength λ = 1.55 µm. The basic structural pa-
rameters of a square lattice xEC-CHF are given as follows: all of the air holes are
anchored in a square lattice with the lattice pitch Λ of 1 µm, the refractive indices
of the silica and the air are set to n1 = 1.45 and n2 = 1, respectively, the major
axis of elliptical hole is dx = 0.9Λ, the ellipticity is set to dmajor/dminor = 2, and
the diameter of the holes in the cladding is dc = 0.65Λ. From the dispersion curves
of the one ring core square lattice xEC-CHF with determined parameters shown
in Fig. 6.3, we observe that the absolutely single polarization transmission can be
achieved for the operation wavelength is longer than 0.6 µm.

Then, in order to investigate the number of the modes in an xEC-CHF, we adopt
an equivalent square waveguide to obtain the dispersion curves. The schematic di-
agrams of xEC-CHF and its corresponding equivalent square waveguide are shown
in Fig. 6.4. For equivalent waveguide, the effective indices of the core and cladding
are determined as the same as the effective indices of the FSMs on those region for
the xEC-CHF, respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Schematic diagrams of xEC-CHF and its corresponding equivalent square waveguide.
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Figure 6.5: Core width dependence of the effective index for a square lattice EC-CHF at λ =
1.55 µm.

Fig. 6.5 shows the core width W dependence of the effective index for the
equivalent square waveguide. We can observe that in the shaded area (4.48 µm<
W < 6.72 µm), the xEC-CHF supports fundamental mode and 1st-higher-order
mode. Here, we adopt a 2-ring xEC-CHF whose core width is W = 5 µm to
design the MCS. The structural parameters are set as the same as mentioned in the
previous subsection, the major axis of ellipses is dx = 0.9Λ, the diameter of circular
holes in the cladding is dc = 0.65Λ. The cross-sectional view of 2-ring xEC-CHF
and the magnetic field distribution of each eigenmode are illustrated in Fig. 6.6.
In order to show the core region clearly in the magnetic field distribution, we use
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Figure 6.6: (a) Cross section of the xEC-CHF and the magnetic field distribution of (b) Ex
11 mode,

(c) Ex
12 mode, (d) Ex

21 mode at λ = 1.55 µm.

white wire frame to emphasize the core region of EC-CHF.

In order to reduce the insertion loss, it is necessary to satisfy the phase matching
condition between xEC-CHF and CC-CHFs according to the coupled mode theory.
Since the Ex12 and Ex21 modes have different symmetry axes, the Ex12 mode of xEC-
ECF couples to the CC-CHF above, and the Ex21 mode couples to the CC-CHF at
left side. We design the hole size of two CC-CHFs using the effective index of
waveguide to satisfy the phase matching condition. The effective index of the CC-
CHF against air hole size in the core region is shown in Fig. 6.7. Two horizontal
lines represent the effective indices of Ex12 and Ex21 modes in the isolated system,
respectively. The phase matching hole size for the CC-CHF above is dcc1 = 0.616Λ,
and the CC-CHF at left side is dcc2 = 0.619Λ. Moreover, the core gap between xEC-
CHF and two CC-CHFs are set to the same which are also important parameters.
Large core gap leads to a long conversion length, while too small core gap leads
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Figure 6.7: Effective index of the CC-CHF as a function of the air filling fraction.
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Figure 6.8: Core gap dependence of the conversion length for each mode conversion.

to a strong coupling between two CC-CHFs, which makes an influence for the
coupling efficiency. The core gap dependence of the conversion length for each
mode conversion is illustrated in Fig. 6.8. Here, we adopt 4 rows or columns of air
holes between the xEC-CHF and CC-CHFs.

Magnetic field distributions of even and odd modes for each coupled system
are illustrated in Fig. 6.9. Additionally, the effective index of each coupled mode
is also given in Fig. 6.9. The mode conversion length can be calculated by L =

0.5λ/(ne − no), where ne and no represent the effective indices of even and odd
modes, respectively. The calculated conversion length of vertical coupled system
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(Ex11 mode to Ex12 mode) is L1 = 740 µm, and the conversion length of horizontal
coupled system (Ex11 mode to Ex21 mode) is L2 = 676 µm. In order to reduce the
loss caused by the difference between two conversion lengths, we determined the
device length as the average of the two conversion lengths, i. e. L = 708 µm.
The normalized power against the propagation distance is shown in Fig. 6.10, at
z = 708 µm the loss caused by the difference between two conversion lengths is
lower than 0.1%.

We simulated the propagation behavior of incident light through our proposed
MCS as shown in Fig. 6.11. It can be observed that after x-polarized fundamental
modes launched into the CC-CHFs, light in each port can be totally converted into
the corresponding 1st-higher-order mode and coupled to the same xEC-CHF.
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(c) ne2 = 1.32295 (d) no2 = 1.32180

Figure 6.9: Magnetic field distribution of even and odd modes of (a),(b) longitudinal coupled
system, (c),(d) transversal coupled system and their corresponding effective indices.
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Figure 6.10: Normalized power against the propagation distance.
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Figure 6.11: Light propagation behavior in our MCS (x-polarized component,L = 708 µm).
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6.3 Improved MCS

So far, an MCS based on square lattice EC-CHFs has been proposed, however,
from the FE-BPM simulated light propagation behavior, we note that the converted
1st-higher-modes (Ex12 and Ex21 modes) have the oblique magnetic field distribu-
tions, respectively. In this section, we will optimize the structural parameters of
the MCS to realize the mode converting and splitting with a pretty magnetic field
distribution. Firstly, from the magnetic field distributions of the coupled modes
shown in Fig. 6.9, it can be observed that the odd mode of the longitudinal cou-
pled system and the even mode of the transversal coupled system have the obvious
oblique distributions, and the effective indices of the two coupled modes are ex-
tremely close. Therefore, the coupling between this two coupled modes may be
the reason of the oblique magnetic field distribution. Moreover, 4 rows or columns
of the air holes between the adjacent cores have been adopted to consist the MCS,
we can see that a strong coupling between the CC-CHF and xEC-CHF occurred.
Pretty magnetic field distribution may obtained with a large core gap.

According to the above considerations, we adopt the following measures: firstly,
in order to avoid the unwanted coupling for the coupled system, we expand the
effective index difference between the Ex12 and Ex21 modes in isolated system to en-
sure that the coupled modes have a large effective index difference between each
other. Then, the core gap should be enlarged to realize the pretty magnetic field
distributions of the coupled modes.

In order to expand the effective index difference between the Ex12 and Ex21 modes
in isolated system, firstly, we investigate the hole size dependence of the effective
index difference, as shown in Fig. 6.12. For the 2-ring xEC-CHF, the ellipticity
of the elliptical holes in the core is remained as 2, the effective index difference
is represented by ∆ = neff,12 − neff,21, where neff,12 and neff,21 are the effective
indices of Ex12 and Ex21 modes, respectively. We can observed that large hole size
in the cladding leads to a relatively high ∆, and for a constant hole size in the
cladding region, the ∆ has a peak value with the variation of the elliptical holes
in the core. The effective index difference of the xEC-CHF with initial parameters
(dc/Λ = 0.65, dx/Lambda = 0.9) is ∆ = 4.24× 10−4. Here, we chose an xEC-CHF
with large index difference of 5.34 × 10−4 to design the MCS, and the hole sizes
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Figure 6.12: Hole size dependence of the effective index difference between Ex
12 and Ex

21 modes.
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Figure 6.13: Ellipticity dependence of the effective index difference between Ex
12 and Ex

21 modes.

are set to dc/Λ = 0.67 and dx/Λ = 0.93. Next, the variation of effective index
difference against the ellipticity of the ovals in the core has also been investigated,
as shown in Fig. 6.13. The ellipticity varies from 1.5 to 2.1 by keeping the elliptical
hole area. It is evident from this figure that the ∆ increases by increasing the
ellipticity. With dmajor/dminor = 2.1, the ∆ reaches 5.87× 10−4, however, the major
axis of the elliptical hole is dx/Λ = 0.953 which is very close to the lattice pitch
Λ and this could lead to a complex manufacturing process. Therefore, we still
adopt the ellipticity as 2. Additionally, in order to realize the pretty magnetic field
distributions of the coupled modes, 7 rows or columns of air holes have been used
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Figure 6.14: Improved MCS with 7 columns air holes between the adjacent cores.

between the adjacent cores.
Fig. 6.14 illustrates the structure of the improved MCS, and fundamental pa-

rameters are set as follows: all of the air holes are anchored in a square lattice with
the lattice pitch Λ of 1 µm, the indices of the silica and air are set to n1 = 1.45

and n2 = 1, respectively, the operation wavelength is λ = 1.55µm, the major
axis of elliptical holes in the 2-ring xEC-CHF is dx/Λ = 0.93, the ellipticity is
dmajor/dminor = 2, the diameter of the circular holes in the cladding is dc/Λ = 0.67.
Based on the above parameters, same as the design process in the previous sec-
tion, the hole sizes of the two CC-CHFs can be determined by satisfying the
phase matching condition with Ex12 and Ex21 modes, respectively. The correspond-
ing hole size for the CC-CHF above is dcc1/Λ = 0.6316, for the left CC-CHF is
dcc1/Λ = 0.6343.

For the improved MCS, the magnetic field distribution of even and odd modes
of each coupled system are illustrated in Fig. 6.15. Additionally, the effective index
of each coupled mode is also given in Fig. 6.15. The calculated mode conversion
length of vertical coupled system (Ex11 mode to Ex12 mode) is L1 = 3249 µm, and
the conversion length of horizontal coupled system (Ex11 mode to Ex21 mode) is
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(a) ne1 = 1.315452 (b) no1 = 1.315214

(c) ne2 = 1.314946 (d) no2 = 1.314645

Figure 6.15: Magnetic field distributions of the improved MCS. Even and odd modes and their
corresponding effective indices for (a),(b) longitudinal coupled system, (c),(d) transversal coupled
system.

L2 = 2577 µm. The device length is set to L = 2913 µm, and the loss caused by the
difference between two conversion lengths is lower than 0.01%. We simulated the
propagation behavior of incident light through our proposed MCS as shown in Fig.
6.16. It can be observed that after x-polarized fundamental modes launched into
the CC-CHFs, light in each port can be totally converted into the corresponding
1st-higher-order mode perfectly and coupled to the same xEC-CHF.
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Figure 6.16: Light propagation behavior in the improved MCS (x-polarized component, L =
2913 µm).





Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, three kinds of passive optical devices, which are widely used in the
optical communication system, have been proposed and studied based on single-
polarized EC-CHF. So far, the ER of an passive optical device is a key performance
parameter, and a better ER with a wide bandwidth is one of the important evalu-
ation criteria for most researches. Utilizing the single polarization transmission
property of EC-CHF, simulation results demonstrated that our proposed optical
devices (PS, PC and MCS) can achieve the cross-talk free with a wide bandwidth.

In the first two chapters, we have reviewed the backgrounds of this study.

In chapter 1, with the development of information society, several important
passive optical devices used in the communication system have been briefly intro-
duced. In order to obtain the high-performance optical devices, numbers of designs
based on PCF have been given in recent decades. So far, since the proposed optical
devices have to consider the ER, we illustrated the main objective of our research,
to realize the cross-talk free optical devices.

In chapter 2, we shown two main categories of the PCF with different light wave
guided mechanisms, and given the schematic for each kind of PCF. In our research,
we designed optical devices based on EC-CHFs, here, two kinds of EC-CHFs with
different arrangement of air holes, i. e. the triangular lattice EC-CHF and square
lattice EC-CHF, have been illustrated.

In chapter 3, we explained the analysis method that we used in this research, the
formulations of FV-FEM and full-vectorial FE-BPM have been given. Moreover,
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the FSM of PCF has also been briefly introduced.

After that, in the next three chapters, we designed three kinds of passive optical
devices based on the single-polarized EC-CHF, and their structural parameters,
light propagation behaviors, and structural tolerance have been also discussed in
detail.

In chapter 4, we proposed a novel PS element by using three triangular lat-
tice EC-CHFs. Simulation results demonstrated that, with a wide bandwidth (λ >
0.6 µm for the PS with large hole EC-CHF, λ > 0.7 µm for the PS with small hole
EC-CHF), the PS can completely split an arbitrarily polarized light beam into two
orthogonal polarization states without any cross-talk. Since the coupling lengths
for two orthogonally polarized waves are almost the same, this makes the splitter
easy to design. Additionally, the simulated results demonstrated that PS with small
air hole EC-CHF has a relative large tolerance and its coupling efficiency is better
than 20 dB with a wavelength bandwidth of 160 nm.

In chapter 5, firstly, we proposed a novel single PC element based on square
lattice EC-CHF. With nine 45-degree oblique elliptical air holes in the core, an in-
cident orthogonal polarization can be converted 90 degrees through this symmet-
rical PC element. A design example shown that the ER of the single PC is better
than -23 dB with the conversion length is only 31.7 µm. After that, we adopted two
EC-CHFs on both sides of the PC to obtain a cross-talk free structure. The ER of
our proposed three-core PC element is infinitely small for λ > 0.75 µm.

In chapter 6, we considered a L-shaped MCS based on square lattice EC-CHF
to achieve the mode splitting and converting simultaneously. Since the EC-CHF
has a large birefringence in the core, simulation results demonstrated that the input
waveguide supports the x-polarized 1st-higher-modes (Ex12 mode and Ex21 mode),
and they have different symmetry along the x- and y-axis. With the incident light
is launched into the multi-core xEC-CHF, Ex12 and Ex21 modes can be converted
into the corresponding fundamental modes and transmitted through each output
CC-CHF, respectively.

As briefly mentioned in the previous chapters, passive optical devices based
on single-polarized EC-CHF can achieve the cross-talk free property with a wide
bandwidth. In addition, our proposed devices have a high design flexibility. Such
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the taper coupler type PS.

as a novel PSC based on PCF can be obtained by combining the PS and PC we have
designed. Moreover, a high-performance optical device based on our proposed PS
and MCS can make a contribution to the PDM and MDM system.

7.2 Future Work

In the future, we will continue to investigate high-performance optical devices
based on single-polarization PCFs. Following directions are worthwhile to the
future works based on the work we have conducted in this thesis.

• Considering the current fabrication technology of PCF, the manufacturing
process of air holes has not reached a high accuracy, especially for the ellipti-
cal air holes. Therefore, in order to obtain the high tolerance optical devices,
instead of the elliptical air holes, the discussion about cross-talk free devices
based on single-polarized PCFs with only circular air holes are needed, such
as the PCF in [41].

• As shown in Fig. 7.1, optical devices with a taper structure [94],[95] for
the mode coupling region should be investigated to increase the structural
tolerance.
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